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VSY- VIAREGGIO SUPERYACHTS • THE DIFFERENCE.

Innovative, industry-leading technology,
exceptional attention to detail, timeless
design, complete fulfillment of the customer’s wishes, environmental consciousness,
high respect for the safety and health of
the workforce: this is the essence of VSYViareggio Superyachts’ philosophy of work
on all fronts. Since 2004 the shipyard, based
in Italy’s focal yacht-building area, Viareggio,
has been engaged in building mega yachts of
over 60 meters (196 feet). VSY is by now
widely recognized as a builder of the highest
calibre, both in private circles and publicly
as evidenced by the numerous international
awards given to their first project, the
62-meter (203 feet) Candyscape II.
At VSY the best expression of luxury and
comfort is however achieved in the highest
respect for the marine environment. VSY
takes this seriously and thus is proud to be
the recipient of strict and prestigious certifications such as the RINA GreenStar Plus
Gold and ABS ES (Environment Safety).
The long list of features and care they put
into their Total Eco-Yachts is impressive and
results in a simple but effective formula:
Maximum Efficiency on Minimum Energythis without damage to the ecosystem.
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All of this is in pursuit of VSY’s essential
mission: to produce a few but exclusive
superyachts, totally custom-built, innovative and technologically superlative. Simply
unique yachts which fully embrace the yard’s
Eco Green vision, introducing the new and
exclusive concept of “deeper luxury”.
Following the great success of their 62-meter superyachts Candyscape II and RoMa,
VSY is currently busy completing their next
two floating wonders: a 72-meter (236 feet)
flagship scheduled for the 2012 season and
a new 64-meter (212 feet) vessel presently
awaiting her discerning owner for completion in 2013. The project, Stella Maris- as
pictured above- is by architect Espen Øino
in cooperation with Laurent Giles Naval
Architects and blends traditional elements
of design and layout with interesting new
variations. The staggered internal decks, the
heights of the saloons and the innovative
form of the bow are a few examples. The
resulting layout is one of volume and space
more usually seen in yachts of greater
dimensions than 2,270 GRT.
The yacht is equipped with a certified helideck, a deck for the exclusive use of guests,
a separate Owner’s deck, saloons with a

finished height of 270 cm (8.86 feet) and
the pleasure of enjoying green landscapes at
sea with real house-plants crossing the decks
thanks to micro-climates installed on board.
Always striving for uniqueness in a
completely functional format, the concepts
of the internal and external spaces are
interpreted in a very unconventional way.
As an example, in the two main saloons and
in the owner’s cabin there are spectacular
walls made entirely of glass, allowing the eye
to see and enjoy beyond what is usually an
obstructive barrier.
With the collaboration of a discerning and
creative owner, this new project holds the
promise of an entirely new dimension of
environmentally sound, “deeper luxury”.
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